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Dear Friend, 
 
I will not bore you with details now but I will give you the information you need to 
create your future by controlling your destiny. Read it again and again until you 
have grasped the full meaning of it and then act. 
 
 
If you can see your life as was developed during the years, you will notice that 
whatever you have experienced and what you are now experiencing, good or bad have 
been created first in your mind. 

 
 

 
Before material things appear in this physical world they must be created first in 
the mental world.  All things have their origin in mind, and appearances are the 
result of thought. Every materialized object must first be mentally created. 
Thought manifests in form. Thought is Energy. 

 

The purpose of creation is the perfection and expansion of life so it can advance 
as a whole to a higher level of consciousness. 
 
Increase is always the result of active living. Whatever lives must progress and 
must live more and more. Life, by living, increases. Life cannot live without 
increasing, and the fundamental impulse of life is to live.   
 
It is in response to this fundamental impulse that the Creator works, and creates. 
God must live, and God cannot live except as God creates and increases.  
 
The universe is continuously expanding. The infinite has no limit! In multiplying 
forms, God is moving on to live more. The universe is a Great Advancing Life, 
and the purpose of nature is the advancement of life toward perfection, toward 
perfect functioning. The purpose of nature is perfect living. 
 
 
 
The source of all power is the world within. It is the Universal Fountain of 
Supply and the Infinite Energy of which each individual is an outlet. The world 
without is a reflection of the world within.   
 
 
 
All life and all power are from within and the possession of power depends upon 
the proper use of consciousness. All health, possession and happiness are based 
on consciousness. 

 
 
The world within is governed by mind. Mind activities are performed by two 
parallel operations. The one is conscious and the other subconscious. 
 
 
You are related to the physical, objective world by the conscious, objective mind, 
which is capable to think, process information and decide consciously. The brain 
and nervous system are the organs of this mind.  
 



The conscious mind uses the five senses to input the information received from 
the environment. Exactly as your mouse or your keyboard that input data to any 
application program. This information is processed in such a way so that you can 
understand and function in the physical world and receive time sensitive 
information to decide your course of action.  
 
If your Conscious thinking works correctly according to logic it’s a valuable tool. If 
not it will supply you with wrong results that sometimes are not even closed to 
the real result. This is what you have to fix to reach your real potential.  
 
 
You are also related to the Universal Mind with your subconscious mind, which 
acts as your operating system. The Solar Plexus and the sympathetic system are 
the organs of this mind. Universal Mind is the life principle of every atom, which 
is in existence. Everything exists in the Universal mind.  
 
The value of the subconscious is enormous because it controls all your body’s 
vital processes –the hardware– without your intervention; it guides you, warns 
you, and is the seat of your memory. All data is stored there.  
 
The subconscious operations of your mind are performed with such accuracy and 
speed that is impossible for your conscious mind to execute. Subconscious does 
not think. It just operates. It never sleeps and never gets tired.  Ease and 
perfection depend entirely upon the degree in which you cease to depend upon 
the conscious mind. 
 
Conscious mind is reasoning will. Subconscious mind is instinctive desire, the 
result of past reasoning will." 

 

Your conscious mind has the faculty of discrimination and choice. It has the 
power of reasoning and is the seat of your will. Because of these qualities your 
conscious “guards the gate” of your subconscious. This means that your 
conscious can guide and also it can impress the subconscious.  
 

 

Your ability to think is your key that opens the gate to the source of all power 
and act upon the Universal, which contains all, and brings whatever you acted 
upon into manifestation. 

 

In order for you to create anything at all you have to think about it and usually 
create a clear picture of the item in your mind.  The result of this action and 
interaction is the law of cause and effect. Every thought is a cause and every 
condition an effect. 

Harmonious and desirable conditions –the effect- are obtained by right thinking –
the cause.  Discord, inharmony, lack and limitation are the result of wrong 
thinking.  

 
 

To posses anything material or spiritual, your subconscious must supply it. It will 
draw to it, from the universe, all necessary ingredients to help you grow more.   



In order to impress the subconscious you mentally state what you want.  If the 
desire is in harmony with the purpose of the great Whole, which is increase for 
all, your subconscious will set in motion forces, which will bring about the result.  
 
When you properly understand the natural laws and act in a certain way your 
desires will be realized on the right time according to the law of Growth. 
 
 
The law of attraction brings you your "Own,” which is what we inherently are, 
and is the result of our past thinking, both conscious and subconscious. Our 
predominant mental attitude determines the experiences with which we meet in 
life.  Your environment, according to the law of attraction and Vibration, reflects 
conditions corresponding to the predominant mental attitude, which you 
entertain. It does not reflect the conditions that correspond to your mental 
attitude that you have once a while.  
 

 
The law of growth (creation) specifies that all new things result from the 
changing of something that was into something else that now is. This 
transformation needs time. Every seed has an incubation period and ideas are 
spiritual seeds and through time can move into physical form. 

Our mental home is composed of the thoughts, which we entertain. The 
conditions and experiences, with which we meet, are the result of the action and 
interaction of the individual mind upon the Universal. These conditions can be 
changed in form by the brain by conscious thought using the process of thinking.   

 

Since the world within is the source of all power and because this word is govern 
by mind activities, conscious thinking operations can influence the subconscious 
whose actions are automatic.  

So, if you want to change from what you are today into something new 
tomorrow, all you have to do is to implant your conscious growth and 
improvement thoughts into your subconscious.  To do this, you create new habits 
by conscious thought, which through repetition become automatic so that your 
improved conditions are materialized. Thought will create nothing unless it is 
consciously, systematically, and constructively directed. 

 

Thinking is the one great cause in life.  
 

To control thought is to control circumstances, 
conditions, environment, and destiny. 

 
Be Powerful! 

 
Andreas Gabriel  


